
Justification Sleeping bag Maksym 

First transport 27 januari 2024, 77 sleeping bags,  € 4400,  

These are pictures of the first transport of 
sleeping bags from the Netherlands. This 
was done in Amersfoort from Jan Willem’s 
house with my bus. 

 

Since russian’s full scale invasion start in 
Ukraine, millions of Ukrainians become 
homeless, they lose everything. Just 
everything, sometime including 
documents. Some of them had enough 
possibility to leave country, but no all. We 

have millions of internal refugees in Ukraine. Peoples from the 
east and south running to more safe places (‘temporary safe”). 

Dutch humanitarian aids entering to Ukraine in official way. We 
declare all goods at the custom. With electronic declaration, we 
need to confirm later by delivery note, what happened to goods. 
So, we gave sleeping bags only in the case when receiving part 
can confirm it with signing “delivery note”, and that’s not so 
handy and longer. 

Such notes can be signed by Military Administrations of the 
regions or hospitals, army unit. 

 77 bags we gave to Rzyschiv Military Administration 
(picture), close to Kiyv, where a lot of refugees from 
Donetsk region, from occupied cities or cities close to 
the buttle field. Person right on picture is good friend. 
They gave them to refugees and took pictures.  

 

This boy for 
example 
become 
orphan, 
because 

russians bombs kill all his family and hi only the one who 
survey. Other peoples on these pictures have very similar 
story and such bags can make their nighttime warmer. 
Rzyschiv is close to Trypilsk heat and power station which 
was damaged twice by russian missiles and currently not 
heating and do not produce electricity.  

 

https://www.pravda.com.ua/eng/news/2024/04/11/7450746/


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Second transport. 31 March 2024: 50 sleeping bags, for € 3.250 

Third transport, 31 March 2024: 31 Sleeping bags, € 2025 

These are pictures of 
second and third 
transport of sleeping 
bags from the 
Netherlands. This was 
done with second-
hand cars (4-wheel 
drives) bought by the 
Terra Vitta foundation 
in the Netherlands for 
the Ukrainian army. 

 

 

In two other deliveries, thanks to you we received 81 
sleeping bags, from which 45 bags still at my 
warehouse in Stepok village (Kyiv, Region) and 36 was 
delivered to recipients. Exact place of delivery is not 
known in most of case, because it’s a war zone where 
civilians is not allowed to enter, so we ship it in our 
cars which we manage for soldiers or ship them by 
Nova Poshta currier service to nearest department 
after goods are collected and shipped to destination. 

We called our territory as “Direction” Kharkiv, Zaporizhya, Donetsk, Luhansk, Kherson, Mykolayiv and 
still a lot our soldiers stay around “NORTH” direction along belarus boarder and Sumy, Chernihyv area. 

On this picture I ship 12 sleeping bags to Sereda Iryna, who is doctor of 1st Presidential Brigade of 
Operational Assignment named after Hetman Petro Doroshenko  

 

https://militaryland.net/ukraine/national-guard/bureviy-brigade/
https://militaryland.net/ukraine/national-guard/bureviy-brigade/


Shi daily save lives of our soldier in the Kharkiv region and now it helps wounded soldiers and civilians 
to get little but of normal living condition if we can call that as living conditions. Peoples sleep in very 
hard conditions, including rows in open field of forests.  

Another 8 sleeping bags we gave together with Nissan Terrano 
jeep, which our foundation prepares for our air defending 
forces near Odessa. They every night catching drones and 
bombs. Ukraine have now thousand of mobile groups around 
the country which protecting our heaven. They stay on the 
open field and 2 set of sleeping bags make their life better. We 
are talking about military units separate 81st airborne assault 
brigade.  

Another 6 sleeping bags went to Separate Mechanized Brigade 

named after the Black Zaporozhians which fighting on the 

“Southern” region. Sleeping bags is full time needed items 

because every day we are losing shelters and peoples move 

from place to place and need to start new life from zero point. 

Report arrives with big delay, because during the war peoples 

have billions of more urgent task. Internet in most of places are 

not available so even if report is done, sending it may be difficult. In that case when volunteers went 

back, they send me these pictures.  

 

We send 10 bags to Donetsk directions with volunteer of our foundation Mr. Yury Zinkovskyy, who 
deliver exported car (like the ones bought in NL above) to the battle line and collect damaged car to 
reparation. We also ship a lot of other items during such trips like drones, tires, PowerStation, ATV, 
medicines equipment. Most of peoples at the buttle line went there by own willing and that are the very 
best Ukrainians to whom we own our life and blue sky out of window.  

We need to concentrate all the power to make victory closer and support our defender and refugees. 
We are in very other situation then rest of the world. Limited in peoples, times, and possibility. It may 
be hard to understand for peaceful world (I would say temporary peaceful). We were unlucky to be 
nearest country to the terrorist state russia. Thank you for staying with Ukraine in such hard moment. 

https://militaryland.net/ukraine/armed-forces/72nd-mechanized-brigade/
https://militaryland.net/ukraine/armed-forces/72nd-mechanized-brigade/


 Look to these people’s eyes? They left all they family, kids to 
fight for freedom. And not only for Ukrainian freedom. Terror 
now discovers all over the world. Stopping such monster as 
russia may cooldown other terrorist regime. 

 We want you to know, that Ukraine escapes from soviet past 
with all soviet traditions (corruption, chaos, ignoring of human 
right), what was planted in Ukraine from 1917. Most of politics 
was involved in it, but New Ukrainians break these 
stereotypes.  

I met Jan Willem and his friends in 1992/1993 in Lviv when 
they travelled in Ukraine. I was 14 years old then and was  
guide and translator. We went also to Odessa and Crimea. In 
2024 I am owner of big agricultural company, which gave 70-
80% of income to support Ukrainian Army. I have chance to 
move everywhere and miss these black years of Ukrainian 
history. But my place is here, and my family came back from 
safe European location and stay with me. All country and 

most of the world support us in the fight against evil. At 5 am today start this letter, because I feel sorry 
that it took so long. Wish you never came true Ukrainian reality. I was already on the way to join army 
forces, but Military health commission recognize my health condition not good enough to be 
mobilized. So, my fights must continue the helping our defenders and peoples in troubles. 

     

DANK U WELL! СЛАВА УКРАЇНІ! 

Sincerely yours, Maksym Petukhov, Terra Vita - Charitable Ukrainian Found 

 

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100088650826271

